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NEW QUESTION: 1
Refer to the exhibit.
From this NFAS-enabled T1 PRI configuration on a Cisco IOS
router, how many bearer channels are available to carry voice

traffic?
A. 0
B. 1
C. 2
D. 3
E. 4
Answer: C
Explanation:
Explanation/Reference:
Explanation:
In this configuration controller T1/0 (primary) and T1/1
(backup) have each 23 available B channels, because one channel
in each controller is reserved respectively for primary and
backup D channel for signaling control. T2/0 and T2/1 each have
24 B channels available. So the correct answer should be 94.

NEW QUESTION: 2
Refer to the screen capture below:
Based upon Endpoint information shown here, which collectors
were used to profile the device as Apple iPad? (Choose 2)
A. DHCP fingerprinting
B. HTTP User-Agent
C. SmartDevice
D. OnGuard Agent
E. SNMP
Answer: A,B

NEW QUESTION: 3
Which is true about the Automatic Diagnostic Repository (ADR)?
A. It only contains the alert log and trace files for
background processes
B. Its location is always set by the ORACLE_BASE variable
C. It is used only if the DISGNOSTIC_DEST parameter is manually
configured
D. It includes diagnostic data for critical errors for each
server and background process
Answer: A
Explanation:
Explanation: References:
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